You are cordially invited to

a unique groundbreaking Seminar on the theme:

“GRASSROOTS SCHOLAR-ACTIVISM FOR COMMONING ACADEMIA IN AFRIKA”

This is a very important cornerstone Seminar towards building in Ghana the NUNYANSAFIE Pan-Afrikan Action Learning Complex for Global Citizenship Education (NUNYANSAFIE).

In addition to Nunyansagble and other vital features, NUNYANSAFIE will also host the Schools and Communities Lifelong Learning International Resource Centre (SCOLLIRC).

The Seminar is being organized as an activity of the UBUNTUMAFUNZOSA Pan-Afrikan Action Learning Living Campaign of Popular Education for Global Citizenship. Among other things, the Seminar is meant to open the link-up of UBUNTUMAFUNZOSA not only with the Living Learning initiative of Abahlali BaseMjondolo (AbM), the Rural Network (RN), the Church Land Programme (CLP) and the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Adult Education (UKZN-CAE) in South Africa; but also with the Queen-Mother Moore Educational Complex Campaign (QMMECC), based at the Queen-Mother Moore School (QMMS), London, the Afrikan Reparations Transnational Community of Practice (ARTCOP), based at the University of Chichester, the Activism and Social Change MA Programme of the University of Leeds and the Activism and Academia Forum of the University of Sussex (AAFUS), based at the University of Sussex Centre of World Environmental History (US-CWEH), all in the United Kingdom; as well as with the Amilcar Cabral Training Institute of the Interreligious Foundation for Community Organization (ACTI-IFCO) in New York, USA. The Seminar is also being organized as one of the AYAMANDLA People’s Rights Action Learning Operational Exercises (AYAMANDLA-PRALOEs) of the AYAMANDLA Grassroots Empowerment Partnership for a Participatory Society in Afrika (AYAMANDLA-GEPPSA).

Co-Organised by the

PANAFRIINDABA

Grassroots Pan-Afrikan Community Advocacy, Research and Think Tank;
Pan-Afrikan Forum of Ghana (PAFOG);

UBUNTUMAFUNZOSA
Pan-Afrikan Action Learning Living Campaign of Popular Education for Global Citizenship;

Activism and Academia Forum of the University of Sussex – Ghana Engagement Link (AAFUS-GEL);

and the

Climate Alliance of Ghana for Sustainable World Development (CAGSWOD);

with the support of the

VAZOBA Afrika and Friends Networking Open Forum (VAZOBA-AFNOF); the ASASEYAMMA Pan-Afrikan Green Campaign for Global Justice; the Pan-Afrikan Reparations Coalition in Europe (PARCOE); the Planet Repairs Youth Positive Action Campaign (PRYPAC); the Grassroots South-North Internationalist Forum (GRASSNIF); and the Global Justice Forum (GJF).

Date: **Saturday, 18th January 2014.**

Time: **10 am to 3 pm.**

Venue: **NUNYANSABOME Evergreenpeace Action Learning Solidarity Gardens of Permaculture (NUNYANSABOME-EALSGOP), Nunyansagble Annex Commonspace, Lomnava House, Adoagyiri Vatican Suburbia, Nsawam, Eastern Region, Ghana.**

**Topics and Lead Discussants:**
(1) “ABREWANYANSAPO: From SANKOFADIPO Towards a Gender Empowerment Action Learning School of Pan-Afrikan Wisdom Sharing for Global Justice ” by Ama Selasie Agbitor, Co-Deputy General Secretary, ADZEWAGBETO Pan-Afrikan Women’s Liberation Union (ADZEWAGBETO-PAWLU), Accra, Ghana.

(2) “Lagon Open Community Action Learning School (LOCALS): A Pan-Afrikan Community Bridgehead of Global Citizenship Education Towards Commoning Academia in Ghana ” by Kojo Prah Annan, Principal Organising Secretary, the Pan-Afrikan Forum of Ghana (PAFOG), Accra, Ghana.

(3) “Grassroots Scholar-Activism as a Pan-Afrikan Reparations Challenge of Rescuing Nkrumah’s ‘Flower of Learning’ in Ghana Towards the Global Justice Commoning of Academia in Afrika ” by Kofi Mawuli Klu, Chief Executive Commissioner, PANAFRIINDABA, London, United Kingdom, and Accra, Ghana.

Co-Facilitators/Chairpersons:

Kwame Dede Akuamoah and Zoe Gladys Kassuah, Co-Vice-Chairpersons,

Climate Alliance of Ghana for Sustainable World Development (CAGSWOD), Accra, Ghana.

Nota Bene: Admission is open strictly only to duly registered participants. For registration and/or any more information contact:-

Awura Afitsufe Ampofo,
Co-Deputy Director, UBUNTUMAFUNZOSA, Nsawam Eco-Justice City Action Learning Link (NEJCALL), Nsawam, Eastern Region, Ghana.

Tel: +233 (0) 509-531-066. E-Mail: Okrakesrecoll.ghana@gmail.com